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The St. Regis Bar
St. Regis Dubai

Words: Harry McKinley

T

he St. Regis Dubai was the first to open of several

But of all of the destinations within the hotel it is perhaps

hotels at Al Habtoor City, a $3 billion mixed-use

the St. Regis Bar that feels most distinct. A wood-

development that straddles Sheikh Zayed Road and

adorned space on the ground floor, it exudes a traditional

the soon-to-open Dubai Water Canal.

atmosphere that harks to New York City’s Gilded Age - the

Anyone with a lasting familiarity with the city will

remember what stood before. The Metropolitan was one
of Dubai’s oldest hotels, it’s quaint but dated pink façade

equivalent.
The interior was led by Hong Kong-based Bilkey Llinas

completely at odds with the gleaming high-rises of nearby

Design (BLD) and brought to fruition by Khatib & Alami,

Business Bay. It often struck an amusingly discordant

one of the region’s most prominent architectural firms.

note on journeys from one side of the city to the other, a
souvenir from a Dubai that has long since moved on.
It’s unsurprising that was has replaced it is a vision of

With a theme of ‘speed and sport’, the space features
a myriad of polo-inspired elements. Leather saddles are
repurposed as decorative objects; previously ridden by the

modern grandeur and pomp. Far from a faded remnant,

hotel’s owner Mr Mohammed Al Habtoor, Al Habtoor Group

the St. Regis Dubai sits proud and resolute, a beaux-arts

vice chairman and CEO. The equine inspiration continues in

monolith at the end of a striking, garden-lined drive. It

the sculptural pieces that dot the wooden shelves and heavy

may be smaller in stature than some of the city’s cloud-

furnishings.

embracing stays, but it nonetheless makes a bold statement.

For the artwork, Dubai-based consultants Ophelia

With its own fleet of Bentleys circling outside, the aura is

sourced a number of exclusive pieces. A mix of polo-themed

one of expensive exclusivity. If the Metropolitan was old

and abstract works hangs both in the main space and the

Dubai - or as old as its possible to be in the ‘City of Gold’ -

glass-fronted cigar lounge, where guests can retire to

then the St. Regis is unashamedly new Dubai.

sample the venue’s fine Cuban selection. It’s a refined,

Inside a sweeping grand stairway, marble floors and

social space where a curved leather banquette draws

crystal chandeliers complete the image. In terms of F&B

together groups of guests. The ambience is one of stately

the hotel is well stocked. Among the options are a French

homeliness: more private study than hotel bar.

brasserie, steakhouse, 1930s Parisian café, champagne
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bright lights of Manhattan swapped for the Middle Eastern

Behind the bar purples and oranges undulate in a mural

lounge and a spot for afternoon tea overlooking the gardens

by local artist Roberto Raad. Art Deco in style, it features an

and lobby.

interpretive take on a Bentley Mulsanne and continues the
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St. Regis tradition of featuring murals inspired

with Worcestershire sauce and a slick of fresh

City, he also be heads up the newly adjacent W

by the hotels’ location. Alongside, the more

celery.

Dubai and Westin hotels.

lavish spirits sit framed in inset cabinets, on

For a space that prides itself on its richness

view but secured by lock and key. A bottle of

the traditions of the region with date paste,

and detail, the St. Regis Bar embodies a

Hennessey Paradis and Johnnie Walker Blue

rose infused vodka, pickle jalapeños and

relaxed sensibility. Despite the polished

Label peer out from behind glass.

tomato juice made from the golden variant as

exactness, there’s little that feels stiff or

opposed to the usual red. In a flourish befitting

uninviting. Guests sink into bulky leather

Bottles huddle together on a single shelf. With

of the city’s moniker, gold dust floats liberally

sofas and armchairs, the lighting is warm and

such ornate surroundings, there’s a pleasant,

atop the mix, the flaxen flakes catching

considered, and there’s an air of privacy that

classic ease to it. Bartenders mill behind the

the light and clinging to the cubes of ice in

feels all the more remarkable considering the

counter ready to strike up conversation. St.

clusters.

grandness of the hotel at large.

The back bar itself is an unfussy affair.

Regis worked primarily with African + Eastern,

Glassware is a mix of Stölzle, Villeroy &

Dubai is not a city to shy away from

and also with MMI, to supply the drinks offer,

Boch, Waterford Crystal, Silo and Eisch. Riedel

ostentation and this can sometimes present

which includes Remy Martin, Louis XIII, King

decanters catch the eye on entry - on display

itself in F&B spaces that feel imposing but

George V and Hennessy as signature brands.

as ornamental pieces awaiting an order of

impersonal. The St. Regis Bar isn’t an exercise

quality red.

in understatement, but it is executed with a

More signature to St. Regis than any liquor
range, however, is the Bloody Mary. A quick
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Dubai’s version, the Golden Mary, plays on

As well as a substantial but curated drinks

sense of commitment, an eye to intimacy and

skirt of the menu reveals regional options

menu, overseen by head mixologist Ilhan

with a well-conceived concept. It culminates

from the St. Regis Rome, Florence and New

Beser, the bar offers a variety of nibbles. Served

in an experience that manages to live up to the

York. Each is local twist on the classic, the

on dishes from Bernardaud and with cutlery

expectations of the first St. Regis in Dubai and

Mary Terranean (Rome) featuring olive oil

from Sambonet, Octopus croquettes, wagyu

set itself apart in a region all-too-familiar with

and oregano; the Bloody Brunello (Florence)

sliders and short ribs with mac and cheese are

luxury bar and restaurant spaces.

grappa, honey and rosemary; and the original

some of the options devised by Chef Stephane

Red Snapper (New York) a taste of tradition

Bulchholzer. Culinary director for Al Habtoor

www.stregisbardubai.com

